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Abstract:
For most of us, social media and mobile apps are embedded into the fabric of everyday life. But journalists, policymakers, and researchers warn—with good reason—that such technologies pose privacy concerns. Some even wonder if privacy is a thing of the past. My research changes the terms of this debate. Instead of asking whether privacy exists, I examine how privacy operates when everyday life is datafied. In other words, how do people and technologies collectively enact privacy when sociotechnical systems mediate such family activities as a woman managing her pregnancy or a child playing games? In this talk, I'll explore how privacy works in two contexts: digital parenting and children's digital practices. My digital parenting research studies how experts judge parents for posting pictures of their children online and shifts questions of privacy toward concerns of political economy. My work with children reframes privacy and security not as things adults need to protect for children, but as skills that adults can help children strengthen. Through these projects, I argue that networked understandings of privacy are key for imagining more just and equitable relationships between people and technology.
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